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"We wish to create a wedding that is uniquely yours, beautiful, 
romantic and most importantly be able to create a moment that 
will last a lifetime."



From deciding the colour tone to presenting the overall effect, 
we provide mood boards. The selection of flowers would be 
accompanied with material such as vases, candles, furniture and 
fabric when combined brings out the best from each element. 
We focus on the guest's experience and creating the 
atmosphere as a place of storytelling in perfect harmony  

- Event concept & Art direction 

- Graphic Design  

- Table Top Design 

- Floral Arrangement  

- Accessories &  Furniture rental 

- Day of execution of event aesthetics

Our Scope of Work 



Colour has an extraordinary impact on human emotion, we 
connect feelings with colours, from red which excites the 
brain and stimulates passion to green which triggers the 
fresh feeling of nature. Colours can be dreamy, nostalgic 
and most of all romantic. The following is some mood board 
that we would suggested for this year, aim to find your most 
ideal flower selection for your wedding 

Colour Tone 



Airy Blush Spring  

Spring floral is soft and ethereal. It sets in as 
serene colours that are subtle, soft and 
simple. The pureness of these colours (dusty 
blue, creamy whites, pale pinks) transports 
us to a magical place that is both airy and 
tender. The sense of del icacy and 
transcendence created by this soft palette 
provide a tranquil setting for the mind. 



The dreamlike atmosphere of summer, as the soft sunlight, 
glows over each pellet creating a warm refection that 
brings about a transcendent state of awe and great fleeting 
beauty.  

Dreamy sun-kissed palettes such as these are comprised of 
warm neutral and faded jewel tones, such as Dusty pinks, 
spring yellow, light greens.  

The mixture of nostalgia that dusty pink brings in 
combination with the sweetness from spring yellow and a 
touch of the freshness from green creates the dreamy sun-
kissed effect. 

Sun-kissed Dreamy



Autumn, remind one of the oranging and browning of 
leaves, the air cooling but the colours and light ever so 
warm.  

Warm autumn palettes such as these are inspired by 
nature, with the use of reds, browns and purples.  

Red an the most emotionally intense colour, it is 
commonly associated with love and romance. Deep red 
is rich and elegant whereas bright red is exciting and 
sexy. Browns are earthy and warm.  

Within the romantically warm palette, we also use 
purple as it reflects femininity and passion. These 
colours tie together perfectly in creating a warm and 
richly romantic autumn fall atmosphere.  

Romantic Burgundy





“It’s delightful when your imagination 
come true, isn’t it?.” 



Beauty is in the details. We 
aim at creating beauty 
wherever your eyes drift, 
from the large focal pieces 
such as your ceremony under 
a blooming tree to smaller 
dining pieces. The followings 
are a few examples 

Floral Items &  

Quantity



  

Floral Decor  

-   Reception  

-  Garden Floral Arch  

-  Cocktail Area Floral Decor  

-  Photo Backdrop  

Table floral  

-  Head Table floral  

-  Guest Table floral  

Bridal Flower & accessories 

 -  Bespoke Bride Bouquet  

-  Bridesmaid Bouquet/hand flowers  

-  Groom & Groomsmen boutonnieres  

-  Parents boutonniere







Tabletop design 

This is considered the most 
complicated part of an event 
design, where we will work with 
you to decide on the perfect 
combination of blooms with 
accordance to  the season.







“The atmosphere is created through careful design and 
attention towards details.” 



The personal touch is enhanced through the use of 
customised logos which represent you, these logos will 
appear on your wedding invitation, gifts and the event 
boards. 

The invitations are specialised with care to create an 
envelope that is uniquely you. It is designed from your 
personal taste, each element would be carefully considered 
such as the type of calligraphy, animation and colour. 

Graphic Design 

@ Plume Calligraphy



A good atmosphere would always include 
fantastic food, with our in- house chefs you 
will experience catering as delicate as the 
floral arrangements. The customised menu 
could include illustrations you desire. This is 
a n i n t i m a t e e x p r e s s i o n o f y o u r 
thoughtfulness to your guest. It is the 
attention to details that truly elaborates 
beauty, place cards can also be customised to 
your unique tastes. 

Menu Design 



Depending on the atmosphere you have decided to 
create, food and drinks will work together to enhance 
your vision. The colours of the drink will 
complement the overall design as this brings forward 
a further level of sophistication and harmony. From a 
rosy peach cocktail in spring to a refreshing fruit & 
herbs inspired drink during summer, seasons and 
colours would all be carefully considered. 

Food & Drinks





From a rosy peach cocktail in spring to a refreshing fruit & herbs inspired drink during summer, seasons and colours would 
all be carefully considered. 



Vase & Accessories  

A mixture of variety enhances the excitement, by 
using different sizes, shapes and material together we 
aim to truly bring out the beauty within flowers and 
give your event the atmosphere you desire.  

For example, if you wish to hosts a seasonal spring 
floral wedding we would use light coloured vases to 
capture the soft light. This would allow for a softer 
shining effect though the vases that illuminates the 
specific flowers blooming in spring. Complimenting 
with some light ivory or beige colour fabric and 
drapes to create a whole overall “soft romantic” 
atmosphere.  

The fabric and lighting would also be carefully 
selected to complement the season. 






